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The Wall Street Journal in a series
on research says, "In an increasingly
complex world, the search for and use
of knowledge in all realms of science
are vitally important to individuals, industries and nations. "
A portion of this search for and use
of knowledge takes place in our South
Dakota Agricultural Experiment Station. We have an excellent staff of
scientists working on projects that can
mean much to the people of this state
and the country 1
Our research program is being enlarged and improved. Funds for the
I
next 2 years have been increased. We
intend to make this investment pay off
with greater yields of research resu lts of
value to South Dakotans. Even so, we
shall still be unable to start seeking answers to many problems that face
South Dakota's agriculture.
Research will soon get under way in
the south central part of the state as the
result of a special appropriation by th
Legislature to initi~te work on a South
Central Research Farm. It will be established on leased land.
Similar research farms are already
furnishing valuable information for
farmers in the southeastern and northeastern areas of the state.
On the Cover

Farmers and ranchers know that
roughages vary greatly in their feeding
value. But what makes one roughage
better than another? Experiment Station scientists are trying to find the answer.
A method that makes it possible to
run digestion trials in the laboratory
rather than only with animals aids the
scientist in this work, The cover photo
shows a ration being prepared for a digestion trial. L. D. Kamstra explains
this work on the next page.

WHATMAKESONE

roug age

BETTER THAN ANO THER?

L . D. KAMSTRA
on the mak -up and feed valu of
and other feeds for liv stock b ecomes
more and more critical to th farm r as the margin b tween costs and returns narrow. This information i
particularly important in roughages since they make
up a large percentag of th f eel cattl and sh p at.
Considerable res arch h as compared the feeding
value of on roughag with another; roughages do differ considerably in f ding value, but information on
the causes of thes differences is rather limited.
The "glass cow" app ars to b one good approach to
the problem of roughage utilization. From xperirnents
und r way we are trying to find what it is about plants
that makes one roughage b tt r than ano her in a livestock fe ding program.
Actually this "glass cow" is a flask or bottle in which
roughage or other fe els ar dig sted in a manner similar to that of cattle or sheep. The apparatus we us consists of 24 flasks so that several f ed comparisons are
possible in one trial or sev ral rep eats can b made on
the same fe d using differ nt time intervals in the digestion p riod.

I roughage

NFORMATION

The synthetic diet of the "glass cow" is made up of a number
of ingredients. Scientists try to simulate the conditions of digestion in an animal.

We use water, fluid from an animal's rumen ( to get the proper bacteria ), and approximately 1/454
pound ( 1 gram) synthetic and/ or
natural feed materials as a ration
for each flask. The temperature and
lack of air inside the rumen of the
live cow are simulated by heating
the flasks in a carefully regulated
water bath and keeping the air out
by continually bubbling carbon dioxide into the flasks.
Once the digestion process in the
flask has been started the bacteria
will continue to digest feed and
multiply if an occasional check is
made to prevent what we commonly call "acid indigestion." If the acid
or base content departs too far from
neutral, we add weak acid or bases

for the proper adjustment. The digestion processes can be stopped at
any time and samples taken for
analysis.
·
This method of running digestion trials without using live animals allows a closer look at the processes by which animals are able to
digest all types of roughage, manufacture vitamins, and utilize such
compounds as urea as protein substitutes. I n general, i t provides
cheaper, more rapid, and better
controlled methods of studying factors that help or hinder good feed
utilization.
So far scientists have placed the
most emphasis on the effect of protein content of plants; therefore, it
appears the carbohydrate fraction

The laboratory "glass cow" 'being checked for "acid indigestion" during a, trial. Contents of bottles must he kept from
becoming too acid or basic.
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Inflatable rumen plug covers an opening through which material from the animal's paunch is obtained. Bacteria used in
the "glass cow" comes from the juice of this ingested food.

should be more thoroughly investigated. The carbohydrates make up
the largest single fraction of the dry
matter of plants and consist of a
complex mixture of sugars, starches, and cellulose.
As an approach to this study, we
have isolated a fraction termed
"holocellulose" by the chemists to
represent th e carbohydrates of
plants. This portion is supposed to
include cellulose and hemicelluloses in a state similar to the way they
would make up most of the carbohydrate materials of a plant.
Our experiments have not gone
far enough to give results of
digestion using the artificial cow
technique; however, indications are
that differences do exist in the carbohydrate fractions of plants as

well as in the stages of maturity of
plants. Further reports w i 11 be
made as the information b comes
available.
Use of this laboratory technique
will by no means solve all feed
evaluation problems, but it will
serve as a more economical tool for
exploratory research. The final
check for practical application of
any findings will have to be made
with live animals.
Other problems in which the laboratory rumen is being used at
State College include bloat, nitrate
poisoning, feed additive comparisons, and a comparison study of
feeding trials in the barn and in the
laboratory. ( Project 293. Leader:
L. D. Kamstra, Animal Husbandry
D ept., cooperative with N.C.R. 25.)
5
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growing
grasses and legumes
for seed
SOUTH DAKOTA HAS THE CLIMATE
TO MAKE IT A PROFIT ABLE ENTERPRISE

HASS AND LEGUME

seed produc-

G tion can be a profitable enter-

prise in South Dakota.
This state offers many advantages. The cool spring weather with
ample moisture to bring on the
flowering stems of the grasses is followed by the dry, warm, breezy
days of late June-just when the
pollen must be wind-transported.
Since pollinating bees are also favored by the dry weather prevalent
during the flowering season of legumes, this is also ideal for legume
seed production.
As with every enterprise, there
are problems. To be successful the
producer must be alert to these
problems and manage his business
to minimize the hazards. This article will bring out some of the considerations in seed production.

conditions. In eastern South Dakota smooth bromegrass and intermediate wheatgrass do well, while in
the central area crested wheatgrass
could be added also. In the western
area crested wheatgrass or, in favorable situations, Ree wheatgras
may be grown.
Varieties of these grasses that are
eligible for certification are Homesteader and Lincoln brome, Ree
wheatgrass, and Nordan and Fairway crested wheatgrass. Reed canary grass is suited to low areas
flooded in the spring-but not saline. Where salts are present, tall
wheatgrass will do well.
Stand density and available nitrogen. To take full advantage of

PRODUCING GRASS SEED

the favorable climate for grass seed
production, two important elements must be ensured-moisture
and available nitrogen. Neither is
sufficient without the other. The

Species and varieties. Select a
grass variety for seed production
that is adapted to South Dakota

Authors of this article are M. W. Adams, J. G. Ross, B. L. Brage, L. 0. Fine,
and P. L. Carson, all of the Agronomy
Department.
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grass plant supplied with more
moisture uses more nitrogen; therefore, with the greater rainfall in
eastern South Dakota, economical
rntes of nitrogen application will be
higher than in drier western areas.
Reducing the number of plants
per acre will increase seed yield in
areas of limiting moisture. For example, in areas with rainfall similar
to western South Dakota, spacings
of 4 or more feet between rows
have been found to be best, while
in areas of higher rainfall similar to
eastern South Dakota, spacings of
3 feet or less have given highest
seed yields. Under irrigation at
Redfield, as would be expected
when moisture is not limiting, the
seed yields of adapted grasses the
first year after seeding are highest
with the higher plant populations
in this case at the 9- and 18-inch
row spacing ( see table 1).
Besides conserving moisture,
wide-row spacings with clean cultivation make more nitrogen available to each plant and therefore increase the total seed yield. During
the first and second years after establishment, if the row spacings are
wide enough, you should expect
little or no increase from applying

Table 1. Seed Yields in Pounds per Acre
of Grasses Under Irrigation at Redfield
Row Splcing in Inch · s
18
36
9

Grass

Smooth bromegrass
(Homesteader) ---Crested wheatgrass
(Standard) ____________
Intermediate wheatgrass (Ree) __________
Tall wheatgrass
(Common) ---- ---Average
-- ---------

302

362

237

519

488

317

321

294

201

257
350

266
353

190
236

nitrogen fertilizer; but when the
stand is older, even though it is kept
in rows, increased seed production
will result when nitrogen is applied.
Increased applications of nitrogen fertilizer in the form of ammonium nitrate to grass stands when
the moisture is plentiful gives increased seed yields in direct proportion to the amount of nitrogen
added ( see table 2). This is particularly true of smooth bromegrass,
intermediate wheatgrass, and tall
oatgrass. Reed canary grass loses its
seed as soon as it becomes ripe, so
all the seed can't be harvested.
Orchardgrass is not winter hardy
and not adapted for seed production in South Dakota.

Table 2. Effect on Seed Yield of Different Rates of Nitrogen Applied to Various
Grasses Under Irrigation at Redfield

Species

Lbs. of Seed per Acre
No N
40#N
80#N

Smooth bromegrass
Lancaster ---------------------------- ·------------------------- 238
Homesteader ------------------· ---------- ·· ---------------- 265
Intermediate wheatgrass (Ree) ____________________ 122
Reed canary grass (Common) -- -----------·--- _____ 14
Orchard grass (Common) __________ ____ ____________ 40
Tall oa tgrass (Common) ____________ ______ ___________ 92

422
295
251
23
91
363

842
565
294
50
88
488

Average

501
377
222
29
73
314
7

When nitrogen is applied under
dryland conditions, yields may be
expected to vary with the moisture
available as previously mentioned.
The yields of adapted grasses are
shown in various counties of the
state in table 3. In all parts of the
state, established stands soon become stunted or "root bound" when
nitrogen is not supplied. Marked
increases in seed yield were noted
at all locations with the exception
Jf Meade County, where sufficient
nitrogen was available since the
stand was in its second year of production.
Other experiments indicate that
the yield of crested wheatgrass increases more when you apply fertilizer in the fall instead of in the
spring. It is important to place the
fertilizer near or on the surface
since most grass roots feed in the
top 2 or 3 inches of the soil. Therefore, application of anhydrous ammonia to grass stands may not increase seed yields unless the grasses have deep roots. Wheatgrasses
tend to have deeper root systems
than bromegrass.

You can increase available nitrogen in old stands by cultivation ·or
the field may be plowed and seeded
to flax and then returned to grass
the following year.
Phosphorus. Also important for
grass seed production is phosphorus. But application of fertilizer containing phosphorus has been found
to give responses only on bottomland where the high calcium content of the soil has made this element unavailable. In such circumstances, seed production of bromegrass fertilized with phosphorus
and nitrogen together has been
much higher than with nitrogen
alone.
Harvesting methods. Seed may
be harvested most easily by straight
combining. This method works extremely well with smooth bromegrass-its seed heads become ripe
without shattering. Ree wheatgrass
and crested wheatgrass however
should be windrowed and picked
up from the windrow since much
seed will be lost if left to ripen sufficiently for straight combining. If
much green materials are present in

Table 3. Effect Under Dryland Conditions of Various Levels of Nitrogen in the
Form of Ammonium Nitrate on Seed Yield of Adapted Grasses in South Dakota
Lbs.
Nitrogen
Applied

Smooth Bromegrass
Ree
Crested Wheatgrass
Wheatgrass
Brookings Co. _
Beadle Campbell Haakon
Meade
Deuel
Upland, Bottomland,
Co., 1951 Co., 1954 Co., 1953 Co., 1955 Co., 1949
1950
1950

0 -----·-------------- 25
20

30
40 ------ ·· ------------ 187
50

70

53

162

143

296
308

245

171

292

55

243

378
178

700

173

812

142

877

60 ---------------- ---- 285

80

553

323

165

298

577

90

120 ------------------ ·- 575
8

166

751

the seed after straight combining,
you should take care to dry it immediately. You can do this by
spreading the seed in a thin layer
· on a wooden floor.
Weed seed hazard. Quackgrass
in grass seed cannot be removed by
cleaning and will make the seed unmarketable. Fields contaminated
with this weed should not be harvested for seed.
PRODUCING LEGUME SEED

Injurious and beneficial insects
are of great importance in legume
seed production in South Dakota.
South Dakota Extension circular
533 is available on insects. Therefore, we will limit our discussion to
the more strictly agronomic factors,
with brief comments on disease
control and harvesting methods.
Variety. Varieties of alfalfa seem
to be inherently different in their
ability to produce flowers abundantly and set seed. The newer varieties like Rhizoma, Vernal, and
Narragansett appear to be somewhat deficient in this respect.
Among sweet clover varieties,
some of the more productive vegetative varieties like Spanish and
Evergreen are so late in maturity in
South Dakota that seed production
becomes hazardous. Of course,
these varieties may have desirable
qualities in respect to hardiness,
yield, or disease resistance, which
offset these shortcomings. The final
decision as to which variety to grow
for seed will normally rest upon
several factors.
Stand density. Consistently successful alfalfa seed producers in the

Western and Northern Plains States
have either planted their fields in
rows or hills. This is a means of
making best use of soil moisture
and minerals to produce more vigorous, healthier plants. The plants,
in turn, can be depended upon to
flower more abundantly and set a
greater amount of seed. Row or hill
plantings have yielded as much
seed in the good years and more in
the poorer seed years than similarly
handled broadcast plantings. In
eastern South Dakota, where more
moisture may be available for plant
growth, too wide a row spacing
may not be advisable.
Weed control. Weeds in legume
seed fields are undesirable for a
number of reasons. In the first
place, weeds take moisture and soil
nutrients that might otherwise be
available for the crop plants. Secondly, weed seeds in a legume
seed lot may cause heating at combine time or may necessitate extra
labor in the cleaning process.
Thirdly, many of our common
South Dakota weeds, such as wild
sunflower, gumweed, kochia, and
asters behave as competing sources
of pollen and nectar for bees which
otherwise would depend upon the
legume flower for these foods.
Cultivation is the basis of effective control of weeds and volunteer
seedlings of the legume crop. You
should begin cultivation as early in
the spring as weeds and volunteer
legume seedlings start to grow and
continue periodically to prevent
them from getting established. It is
much easier to kill seedling weeds
than established weeds.
Row and hill plantings facilitate
weed control by machine methods.
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Mark the rows by seeding a few
pounds of oats per acre to aid in
the first cultivation of newly seeded
fields where a nurse crop is not
used. Don't use the spring tooth
harrow or rotary hoe on seedling
fields ; in the second and subsequent years these tools used in the
spring can be highly effective as the
weeds and volunteer legume seedlings appear. Work the field at an
angle to the direction of the rows.
In South Dakota, as well as in
many of the western seed producing areas, a combination of cultural and chemical control has been
practiced. A contact weed killer,
such as the general di-nitro herbicides, will destroy all top growth
of both the weeds and legumes.
The perennial legumes, however
will grow back from the crown
buds. This practice can be followed
in a seedling year if it is impossible
to cultivate out weeds in the row;
but it is not recommended unless
the legume plants are well developed and have a system of basal
or crown buds that can start regrowth. This practice would be advisable only in late summer or early
fall in South Dakota and at a time
of relatively high daytime temperatures ( 87°F.).
Disease control. In some sections
of South Dakota the blackstem disease of alfalfa has become so prevalent that economical seed production is hardly possible. The pods
and fragile stalks supporting them
are infected by this fungus and
seeds borne in the pods become
shriveled and discolored and lose
their ability to grow. The fungus
may be carried on the seed and thus
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reinfect new seedling stands. Resistant varieties seem to offer the
best chance of permanent control
but all present varieties are susceptible.
Practices that might alleviate
some of the difficulty associated
with this disease are: 1 ) use a recommended fungicide on seed to
be planted for eventual seed production; 2) practice field sanitation
by removing infected straw and
stubble and by following a rotation system of farming wherein the
field is not retained in alfalfa longer than 2 crop years; 3 ) cut the first
crop for hay and h arvest seed from
the second growth since the disease
often is more serious on first cutting
seed crops.
Harvesting methods. Various methods of harvest can be used. Application of a defoliant spray to
cause top-killing and drying of pods
and stems, followed in a few day
by direct combining of the standing
crop is one method. It entails less
labor and less shattering losses than
other combine methods, and the
seed will usually heat less.
Another is to mow and windrow,
allowing it to cure in the swath, and
then combine with a pick-up attachment.
A third method is to cut with a
field mower, often with a buncher
attachment, allow to cure in the
field in cocks, then haul to a stationary thresher. This requires more labor but a minimum of seed will be
lost by shattering or heating and
the seed is usually of excellent quality. ( Projects 4, 74, 172, 173, 182.
Leaders: M. W. Adams, J. G. Ross,
B. L. Brage, L. 0. Fine, P. L. Carson, Agronomy Dept. )

- G DAKOTA INDIAN CULTUR~
COMPARISON OF THE 1902 AND 1956
FOURTH OF JULY CELEBRATIONS REVEALS SOME C HANGES

VERNON MALA r and MARTI
TUDY OF DAKOTA I DIAN ceremonials presents an excellent exS
ample of th changes that have
be n taking place in the Dakota
culture in the last 50 y ars. The degr e to which thes people have
ace pt d the mat rial goods and social values of we tern civilization
provides a good indication of the
adjustm nt they ar making on the
r servation of South D akota.
An oppo1tunity to obs rve the
1956 Fourth of July celebration at

KALLICH

Soldi r Creek on the Rosebud R servation convinced u that remnants of the Dakota cultur are till
vitally influencing the liv s of many
res rvation Indians . We recorded
our impressions shortly aft r attending the celebration, giving
special attention to objectiv evid nee of D akota cultural practice .
Describes 1902 Celebration

Assuming that th dir ction and
rat of culture chang of the e In11

dians may be partially determined
by comparing past and present ceremonies, we have selected as a
fruitful basis for analysis an article
by Mrs. John W. Evans. This article
"How the Sioux Celebrate the
Fourth," appeared in the August
31, 1902, Omaha World Herald.
The Evans family had been invited by Colonel C. P. Jordan, one
of the old guard agents first serving
the Indians in the 1870's, to visit
his ranch and attend the ceremonies
as his guests. Mrs. Evans reported
that "2,000 Indians were camped at
the chosen place in a circle. In the
center of the circle, the aisle, they
had constructed a large arbor or
amphitheater, also in a circular
shape with shade all around about
ten feet wide and 100 feet across
the center of the large circle." In the
most prominent part of the arbor,
according to M!s· Evans, was an
American flag "flying from a staff,
which they had cut from a cottonwood tree." She also pointed out
that "the shade was packed by
men, women and children, the
sexes being seated on opposite
sides."
During the celebration, Mrs. Evans observed that the Indians manifested their generosity by giving
away horses, saddles, and other articles of value to their relatives and
friends. She speculated that those
who entered the ring with gifts
were demonstrating "that they
were brave enough to be generous,
and to help their friends."
Mrs. Evans noted that cheerfulness and laughter were just as prevalent among the old men and women as among the younger people.
She reported that it was "wonder12

ful how strong and healthy these
old folks appeared to be," although
the same, she added, could not be
said for the children.
Perform Traditional Dances

The traditional dances of the Indians were perfomed at the ceremony. Mrs. Evans mentioned that
the men and women did not dance
together because the Sioux considered this practice immodest. "The
men dance altogether differently
from the women," she observed;
"the men do the singing and druming and the women join the chorus." She was impressed by the "wild
and weird" Omaha dance, which
created quite a pageant of sound
and color. The Sioux were dressed
and painted from head to foot in all
colors of the rainbow, as they
danced to the rhythmic beating of
the tom-toms and the chorus of
singers.
While the party was being treated to this vivid picture of native
dancing, they heard the sound of
a band approaching. It was playing
Through
Georgia."
"Marching
They "were astonished by the appearance at the main entrance of a
brass band, consisting of some
twenty Indians and mixed bloods,
and as they moved into the ring
and stood under the folds of Old
Glory," the music and noise ceased.
Then the band played "Nearer My
God to Thee."
"The sudden change from what
we had been witnessing was so unexpected that we sat spellbound
and awed, and then were all moved
to tears," Mrs. Evans wrote. She
was surprised to find "young men
with such talent and inclination

whom the world classed as savages," and yet who could play so
perlectly the notes "of that immortal hymn." The band then played
· "Home, Sweet Home" before departing.
The remaining activities were
considered anti-climactic by Mrs.
Evans. A pantomime dramatizing
a camp under attack was presented.
A wounded Indian was shown being rescued by his friends under
fire and retreating from an overwhelming foe.
Mrs. Evans also commented on
the "good humor and good will"
and the orderly manner that was
conspicuous in the celebration. She
was impressed that such a large
gathering of people could "in their
own peaceful, sober and generous
manner," celebrate the Fourth of
July without "brawls and resulting
crimes committed on that day by
the civilized Caucasian."
If Mrs. Evans' report was typical,
some cultural changes that have taken place among the D akotas in the
last 50 years become quite apparent.
Observe 1956 Celebration

Driving through the reservation
on U. S. Highway 18, July 2, 1956,
we observed a scattered tent encampment at Soldier Creek. Apparently, a number of people had already gathered to prepare for the
celebration of the Fourth of July.
We decided then to return for the
celebration.
On our return 2 days later, a
large crowd of men, women, and
children had gathered at the Soldier Creek site. The camp was located adjacent to the highway, and
at the entrance immediately off the

road 50 cents was collected from
each car driving into the celebration area. Automobiles of ancient
vintage were parked throughout
the grounds, and a few horses were
roaming about.
One enterprising woman had established a canvas booth at which
she was doing a thriving business
in the sale of limeade, cupcakes,
donuts, mincepie, and £reworks. At
the only other trading booth, nearby, business was not so brisk. Although the booths were relatively
attractive . and clean, the parking
area in the vicinity was dusty and
cluttered with debris.
In the front of the parking area a
pine tree arbor had been built in
the shape of a large horseshoe-the
arbor was 7 or 8 feet wide and the
open space between was about 25
feet wide and 50 feet long. This was
the main center of activity. A large
number of people sat on benches
and chairs or stood in the shade
provided by the pine boughs. The
center of the arbor was the dancing
area; and a very hot, bright sun
beat down on a high Hag pole located in the center. But it was cool
and pleasant in the shade of the arbor. There, between dances, the Indians rested and sought shelter
from the blazing sun.
Da nee to Tom-Toms

At the closed end of the arbor
was a group of specially chosen
drummers and singers who held a
large tom-tom between them. Every few minutes they began a
rhythmic beating of the tom-tom,
accompanying their drum m i n g
with a high pitched chant. The infectious rhythm of the drumming
13

and singing brought the dancers to
their feet from their places in the
shade of the arbor. The principal
dancers were seated near the singers, and many of them were older
and more elaborately dressed than
the other people who were merely
watching.
When we arrived around 11: 30,
much of the dancing was performed by children, who moved in
a rhythmic way to the music; but
they appeared to be influenced by
modern American dancing styles.
As the music progressed, however,
some of the older dancers stepped
out and began to dance in what appeared to be the native style. The
dances continued for about 5 minutes at a rapid pace, then the music
would die out for a moment, finally
concluding abruptly in a brief coda
of a minute or two.
The costumes exhibited a good
deal of color and variation. Some
of the older men had long flowing
feather headdresses and brightly
designed shirts and trousers. On the
other hand, some of the costumes
appeared bedraggled and makeshift. The scarlet long underwear
worn by one of the dancers was especially pathetic. One old-timer
dressed in western store clothes
waved a military sword as he
danced and shouted praises of
brave warriors in his family.
Generally, the men's clothes were
more colorful and detailed than
those of the women. Most of the
women wore drab dreses with no
distinctive style or shape and
shawls of drab colors. Some of the
men and women wore mo~casins,
but most wore conventional leather
shoes. Their clothes were decorated
14

with beadwork or feathers and
spangles. There was one female
dancer wearing a deerskin dress,
highly decorated with bells for
spangles in the front. Strings of
bells were tied to the legs and ankles of the dancers, and they produced an infectious rhythm as the
dancers moved gracefully in their
short, measured steps.
Women Perform Victory Dance

The celebration had as its central theme the memory of brave
sons killed in the service. H ence
the most impressive dance was p erformed by the mothers and female
relatives of these warriors. In this
Victory Dance, the women formed
a circle around the flag and moved
in a slow dignified fashion around
the pole.
In the circle of dancers an old,
gray-haired matriarch in a fine
bleached deerskin dress took the
lead. She was closefy followed by
the other dancers as she faced the
flag and moved slowly in a circle
about the flag with short steps, no
gestures, and little body movement.
Although the dancers were all older
women, heavy set, and lacking
beauty, they gave a stately and dignified performance.
During the Victory Dance the
proceedings were interrupted by
the sound of voices of new singers
arriving on the back of a pick-up
truck. Coming right into the dancing area, they alighted from the
truck and announced in song the arrival of a woman with gifts to be
given away in honor of the lost
sons.
Soon an old model car appeared
covered with colorful quilts and

driven by a woman. A number of
items-blankets, suitcases, moccasins, and food-were placed beside
the flagpole. The food was removed
·to the open end of the horseshoe
arbor where benches had been set
up to serve it. At the conclusion of
the Victory Dance, many of the
people went to get food in any sort
of can or container they had avail:1.ble. Everyone was invited to eat,
and visitors ( called "Wasichus" by
the announcer) were served first.
The dancing continued after
lunch. Although the rhythm of the
singers followed a definite pattern,
the chants varied from one dance
to another, and the dancers likewise varied their dance steps. The
dancers showed no noticeable excitement, but appeared rather to
control their movements and emotions. We saw no frenzied dances,
and no evidence of the use of alcohol among the people at the arbor.
The Victory Dance, in particular,
was a serious and sober tribute to
the bravery of Dakota soldiers.
Show White Society Influence

The acceptance of external, material traits from Western civiliza-

tion was most evident in this recent
Dakota celebration. The decrepit
automobiles, the public address
system, the western store clothing,
the mail order tents, and many other factory-made items hav~ · been
attached to the ceremonial. Commercialism, usually accompanying
the demand for factory-made
goods, was not mentioned by Mrs.
Evans, yet it played an obvious role
in the 1956 celebration. The direction of culture change definitely
points to the rapid and continuing
acceptance of more and more of
the material culture of White
society.
On the other hand, the nonmaterial culture-the social attitudes
and values-have been more slowly
modified. Perhaps we may go so far
as to say that it is difficult to discern
any basic shift in the value system
of Dakota Indian culture. Because
changes in this area are not so easily observed as changes in material
culture, the evidence seems to suggest that in the last 50 years the
Dakota people have retained much
of the meaning of their customs and
traditions in spite of all the external
cultural pressures.

NEW PUBLICATIONS

B460 Milk or Cream-Which Is More Profitable for South Dakota
Farmers and Creameries?
This study should help creamery operators and milk producers decide
if it will pay them to shift from farm separated cream to whole milk.

Cl34 South Dakota Corn Performance Tests, 1956
Gives yields of those hybrids currently most popular among South
Dakota farmers. Tests are conducted in all eight agricultural areas of
the state.
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better fruit for Sou
SOUTH DAKOTANS CAN LOOK FORWARD TO MORE VARIETIES
THAT MEET THE REQUIREMENTS FOR THEIR STATE

Ro.

ALO PETE RSON

is among the oldFest lines of r csearch
at the South
RUIT BREED!

Dakota Agricultural Experiment
Station. Remarkable progress has
be n mad in developing varieties
adapted to our Northern Plains.
Still, our goals of developing
adapted varieties of the highest
quality have not yet been fully
achieved. This can be readily understood when one realizes that
most of the present commercial
fruit vaiieties grown in milder climates are th result of centuries of
sel ction by natur and man.
Th
problems of developing
hardy fruits of accepted quality for
our state hav been increased in rec nt year by new demands of the
fruit grower. H e demands, and has
a right to exp ct, attractive color
and shape, higher quality, palatable skin, annual bearing, and numerous other characteristics that
wer not considered essential a few
decad s ago.
Yet, with modern knowledge of
genetics and cytology,new methods
of plant br eding, and a backlog of
16

plant breeding mat rials accumulated during the past 70 years of research, South D akotans can expect
new fruit varieties that meet their
requirements. These cannot be d veloped as rapidly as new annual
crop varieties. How ver, with continued research, improved new varieties should be available in a reasonable length of time.
Seek Adapted Varieties

The earliest fruit research at the
South D akota Experiment Station
included planting an experimental
Apple seedlings are grown in the greenhouse the first year to hasten fruit production.

']
J

orchard in 1887 to determine kinds
and varietie of fruit b st adapted
to the Dakota Territory. Most of th
vari ties in this orchard came from
th eastern states, Russia, and
G rmany. Sev ral native fruits
wer also includ d in this orchard.
Dr. Charles Keff r, who became
head of the Ho1ticulture Departm nt in 1886, quickly learned that
most standard fruit varieties were
not adapted to South Dakota's climate and recognized the value of
nativ fruits a a basis for fruit dev lopment in the Northern Plains .
H suggested the po sibility of improving the native sandcherry
(Prunus Besseyi) through selection
and through hybridization with
other related sp cies.
In 1891 he made an unsuccessful
att mpt to hybridize the sandch rry with the Vladimir cherry.
During the same year many wild
plums ( Prunus americana) were
gathered in the area west of the
Missouri river so that improved selections of the native plum might
be found.

One of several apple selections that show
great promise for South Dakota.

Dr. . E. Hans n be am h ad
of horticultural re earch in 1895.
He, lik Dr. K ff r, b li v d that
our native fruit offer d a sound
basis for the d v lopment of high
quality fruit for our area. He pointed out that for centuri natur had
been s lecting thi nativ fruit and
in this way adapting it to our region. He believed that thi fruit
could b tr mendously improv d
through election and through hybridization with high quality varieti s of relat d pecie .
Dr. Hansen continu d to enlarge
th
tation's planting of nativ
fruits and in addition collect d fruit
from other areas of th world with a
climat similar to ours. During his
lif time work at this tation h
made six trip to Europ and A ia
17

collecting fruit and other plants
that might be adapted to South
Dakota.
Breed Sandcherries and Plums

In 1896 work was begun in the
selection of sandcherries for size,
quality, and productivity. More
than 12 generations of sandcherries
were grown. From each generation
only the choice fruits were selected
for use in planting the successive
generation. The extremely productive, large-fruited sandcherries of
today are a tribute to the success of
this work.

In 1901-02 work was resumed in
hybridizing the sandcherry with
many species of plums and cherries.
The most successful of these hybrids were the sandcherry x J apanese plum (Prunus salicina) hybrids. Outstanding varieties resulting from this cross were the Sapa
and Opata cherry plums introduced
in 1908. The Gistena sandcherry
Pollen refrigeration is a great help to
fruit breeders. T he .pollen is certain to be
available at the exact time it is needed.

hybrid (Prunus Besseyi x Prunits
pissarcli) is another of the successful hybrids. It is u ed as a redleaved ornamental shrub.
Many thousands of plums (Prunus americana) native to the Northern Plains were grown at the South
Dakota Experiment Station, particularly in the earlier years. Some of
the better known varieties selected
from these native plums are Wastesa ( 1903 ) and Teton ( 1912 ) . Teton,
considered to be the finest of the
native plums, came from Campbell
County. Two popular varieties selected from the more northern form
of native plums (Prunus nigra) were
named Assinboin ( 1908 ) and Winnipeg ( 1908 ) .
Plum breeding efforts were directed to interspecific hybrids of
native plums and standard varieties when their worth was proven.
Particularly successful were the hybrids of native and Japanese plums.
Hanska ( 1908 ), Kaga ( 1909 ),
and Toka ( 1911 ) are three aromatic hybrid plum varieties often
planted in the state today. They are
hybrids of the native plum (Prunus
americana) and the Chinese apricot
plum (Prunus simoni). Waneta
( 1912 ) and Kahinta ( 1912 ) are
two highly prized giant-sized hybrids of excellent quality resulting
from a cross of the Japanese plum
(Prunus salicina) and the native
plum. Other worthy hybrid plums
introduced by the South Dakota
Experiment Station included Tecumseh (1918 ), a hybrid of a Japanese hybrid plum x Prunus americana; Tokata ( 1912 ), a hybrid of
Prunus simoni x Prunus americana;
and Pembina (1917), a hybrid of
Prunus nigra x Japanese plum.

Make Small Fruit Selections

. Thousands of seedlings of native
raspberries, strawberries, gooseber. ries, currants, grapes, and other native fruits were grown at the station
for many years. Attempts were
made to select outstanding varieties
of each of these fruits. However,
progress was slow in selecting from
the pure native species.
The native fruits were also hybridized with standard cultivated
varieties. Three hybrid raspberries
that gained some attention were
Ohta ( 1912), Starlight ( 1922), and
Sunbeam ( 1906). Several hybrids
of native and European gooseberries were given names, but none
achieved prominence.
Thirty-two hybrid grape varieties were named but later proved
themselves to lack either sufficient
quality or adaptiveness to the state.
The strawberry work, like that of
other small fruits mentioned, was
greatly curtailed and eventually
eliminated because of a lack of
land and funds to adequately support the program. Therefore, most
of the progress made in improvements of these fruits was later lost.
Apricots Bloom Too Early

Apricots were relatively late in
entering into the fruit breeding program of South Dakota. Standard
varieties proved to be entirely lacking in hardiness. However, in 1924
Dr. Hansen collected seed of hardy
:1.pricots (Prunus mandschurica) in
North Manchuria. These apricots
proved to be very hardy and
drought resistant and possessed acceptable quality. Several of these
trees were selected and later
named as varieties. Manchu ( 1936)

and Chow ( 1936 ) probably were
the most extensively planted. These
apricots, like all other apricots
grown in the United States, have
the serious fault of blooming so
early in the spring that the blossoms are often killed by late spring
frosts.
Apple Varieties Released

Apple breeding has received
considerable attention at the South
Dakota Experiment Station for
more than 60 years. In 1896 the Experiment Station urged farmers to
grow seed from standard varieties
of apples (Malus malus) with the
hope that "it may result in the
bringing forth of varieties superior
to any we now have."
The Experiment Station grew
large numbers of trees from seed of
standard apple varieties. At the
same time standard varieties were
hybridized with hardy Russian varieties. In addition, seeds of Siberian crabapple (Malus baccata), and
of wild crabapples native to the upper Mississippi Valley (Malus ioensis) were collected and grown.
Many varieties of apples and
crabapples resulting from hybridization of these species and from selection within the pure species were
selected and named. Most of these
varieties were meant only to serve
as intermediate steps in further
breeding. Others have become popular from coast to coast.
The Do Igo ( 1917), Alexis
( 1919), Amur ( 1912), and Beauty
( 1919) crabapples, all seedlings of
Malus baccata, have gained 'widespread favor. The Hopa crab
( 1920), a hybrid of a red fleshed
apple from Turkestan (Malus malus
niedzwetzkyana) and the Siberian
19

are of value only for breeding purposes.
An extremely hardy form of
Pyrus ussuriensis was collected by
Dr. Hansen near the northwest limits of the species in northern Manchuria. The trees grown from this
seed source have been named Harbin pear. They show promise as
windbreak trees and may be especially useful in breeding hardy high
quality pears .
Breeding Work Progresses

A cold chamber aids in testing the winter hardiness of fruits .

crabapple, has become a very popular ornamental in the northern
half of the country. However, it became apparent that unlike the plum
and sandcherry breeding programs, the apple breeding work
must proceed rather slowly "by a
step-to-step process rather than in a
single stride."
Harbin Pear Is Hardy

Improvement of the pear, like
that of the apple, is a slow process.
Standard pear varieties (Pyrus
communis) have been hybridized
with pears native to eastern Asia
(Pyrus ovoidea, Pyrus betulifolia,
and Pyrus ussuriensis ) . Several of
the hybrids have been named but
20

A wealth of fruit material has
been collected and hybridized at
the South Dakota Experiment Station over the past 70 years. Promising apple seedlings have recently
been discovered in the station orchards that should be of special value in developing annual bearing
hardy trees with large, high-quality, red apples ~at hang well to the
tree.
Very early maturing native
grapes have been hybridized with
both Eastern and California varieties as the first step in developing
high quality hardy grape varieties
that will mature in our short growing season. Native raspberries-red
and black-have been gathered
from the Black Hills and the open
plains of the southwestern pa1t of
the state. They are being evaluated
for hardiness with the objective of
using the hardiest forms of hybridizing with standard varieties . Hardy
apricots and hybrid pears are being
crossed with varieties of high quality. There is some reason for optimism in our hope that later blooming apricots may soon be found
which can be used in our breeding
program.

Use New Methods

We are trying to test for hardiness in very early stages of growth.
A new cold chamber that enables
us to subject plants to temperatures
as low as -40°F. should hasten the
work considerably. Various other
approaches are being tried in attempts to quickly select only the
most desirable trees.
In the past it has been difficult to
have the proper kinds of pollen
available for crossing when the
trees are in bloom. This problem
has been solved by storing pollen in
a chamber constantly maintained
at 15° F. Now pollen is stored from
one year to the next. Not only is the
cost of securing pollen considerably
reduced, but the breeder is assured
that the pollen is on hand when
needed.
Older methods of germinating
hybrid seed and growing the
young plants generally resulted in
the loss of a high percentage of the
seedlings. Seeds of crosses are now
germinated in petri dishes and then

planted in sterile sand. Later the
plants are either transplanted to
ground beds in the greenhouse,
where they are allowed to grow for
1 year, or they are transplanted to
pots and then transferred to the
field later in the spring. By following these procedures almost 100
percent of the crossed seeds are germinated and survive. This greatly
reduces the expense involved in
spring pollinating. In addition, 2 or
3 years are saved in growing a tree
to fruiting age.
Some areas of South Dakota appear to offer possibilities for commercial tree fruit production-particularly selected sites in the southeast part of the state in counties
bordering the Missouri and Sioux
Rivers, sites in the Black Hills, and
portions of the Whetstone Valley.
Superior varieties would not only
encourage commercial production
in such areas but would also bring
satisfaction to the home fruit grower. ( Projects 1 and 252. Leader:
Ronald M. Peterson, Horticulture.)

RECENT STUDIES ON BLOAT
LTHOUGH CONSIDERABLE

research

A has been conducted on many
factors that cause bloat, few have
yielded any concrete evidence as to
a cause, cure, or preventive. For
some time bloat has been associated with grazing legumes. This association has resulted in a reduction
in the use of legumes for pasture.

There is widespread belief that
some factor or factors in alfalfa as
well as some other legumes are the
contributing agents t h a t cause
bloat. A series of experiments were
devised to try to determine if such
Authors are Clarence L. Moore, Vincent A. Hall, and Arthur E. Dracy, all of
the Dairy D epartment.
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factors are present in legumes and
grasses.

Table 1. Results from Drenching Sheep
with Alfalfa Juice, Bromegrass Juice,
a 1 Percent Glucose Solution

Juices Are Extracted

Inasmuch as bloat frequently results after feeding legumes and
sometimes grasses, juices from a
variety of plants were used as the
media for producing bloat. Because
of the high moisture content and
the possibility of the bloat-producing factor being water soluble, fresh
juice was extracted daily. Freshlycut material was ground with a
meat grinder. Its temperature was
kept low to avoid denaturing the
proteins. Immediately after grinding, the juice was expressed with a
lard press and was administered to
the animals b e f o r e chemical
changes could result.
To determine if any of these materials had bloat-producing properties, the juice was arbitrarily administered at 9 percent of the sheep's
body weight by means of a stomach
tube.
Alfalfa 1mce and bromegrass
juice from both irrigated and nonirrigated plots were used as well as
a 1 percent glucose solution. In addition, since the possibility of
belching was obvious, an experiment was also conducted using alfalfa juice plus an injection under
the skin (subcutaneous) of 1 grain
of atropine and bromegrass juice
plus 1 grain of atropine to inhibit
rumen motility and prevent the escape of ruminal gasses by belching.
Results not Consistent

The results from drenching sheep
with the various mixtures were inconsistent as is shown in table 1.
Nine sheep were drenched 43
times with alfalfa juice. None of the
22

No. of
No.of DrenchSheep ings

Bloat from
Drenchings,
D eTreatment
gree
%

A lfalb
9
9

43

~

30
41

9

45

9

30

9

42

)Ul :e

Brom egrass
ju:ce
1% glucos~
Alf. juice,
1 g. atropine*
B om :c: juice,
1 g . atropine*
G .ucose, 1 g .
atrop ine"'

30 slight
0

0

0

0

59 slight
0

0

0

0

..'Atro pine was admini stered subcuta neously.

sheep bloated severelv and none
died, however 30 nercent of the
cases showed sli2:ht bloat as measured by increased abdominal circumference. An equal number of
sheep were drenched with bromegrass juice. None of these animals
exhibited outward signs of bloat. A
corresponding number of sheep
were drenched with a 1 percent
glucose solution. None of these animals showed signs of bloat or
distress.
Nine sheep were drenched 45
times with alfalfa juice plus a subcutaneous injection of 1 grain of
atropine. Fifty-nine percent of this
group showed signs of bloat, while
the groups receiving bromegrass
juice and glucose did not show
signs of bloat.
Hard to Produce Bloat

The possibility of producing
severe bloat experimentally by
drenching sheep with alfalfa juice,

bromegrass juice, or a highly fer- had returned to its normal size. As
menta ble material like glucose is soon as the rumen distention subdoubtful. These experiments, al- sided, the heart rate decreased and
though limited, suggest that a fac- the respiratory rate increased.
Whether or not any significance
tor capable of causing bloat is present in alfalfa and not in brome- can be placed on the decreased resgrass juice. However, this factor is piratory rate and the increased
not present all of the time; if it were heart rate during ruminal distenall these animals should have bloat- tion is only problematical. There is
no doubt that during ruminal dised.
Accumulation of gas in the ru- tention a certain amount of carbon
men resulting from eructational dioxide was being produced. And if
impairments has been accredited as so, the heart rate might increase,
a major cause of bloat. If this were thus increasing the rate of carbon
true, giving 1 grain of atropine be- dioxide loss through the lungs. ·If
fore drenching should inhibit ru- this assumption is true, then as soon
men motility and belching as not- as the animal is free of any ruminal
ed by increased heart rate and the distress the heart rate and the respiratory rate should return to normal
cessation of ruminal motility.
Even though these animals as was evidenced in all of these exshowed slight cases of bloat 59 per- periments.
cent of the time, none bloated
enough to warrant concern over its
Conclusions From Trials
health. These results are in agreement with other experiments conThe following conclusions can be
ducted on sheep after they had pas- drawn from the data presented:
tured on fresh legumes and had 1. Of all of the animals drenched
been treated with atropine. Apparwith alfalfa juice, bromegrass
ently the accumulation of gas is not
juice, and a 1 percent glucose
enough from either normal fermensolution, none bloated severely
tation of alfalfa, bromegrass, or an
enough to be classified as severe
adequate supply of glucose to
bloat.
create a pressure great enough to 2. Of all of the combinations of alcause severe distress.
falfa juice, bromegrass juice, and
a 1 percent glucose solution plus
Some of the sheep showed signs
1 grain of atropine, none of the
of distress after being drenched
animals showed severe signs of
with these materials. These signs
bloat and died.
were that the respiration rate decreased during the first hour after 3. Apparently legume juice and
bromegrass juice administered at
the drench with a marked increase
the rate of 9 percent of the body
in heart beat. This was taking place
weight in the experiments reduring the time that the ruminal
ported did not contain enough
distention was the greatest. Howof a factor to positively cause
ever, at no time did the ruminal dissevere bloat in sheep.
tention remain for a prolonged period. Usually after 2 hours the rumen
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does it pay to fertilize native hay?
THERE ARE MANY FACTORS TO CONSIDERTHIS ARTICLE WILL HELP YOU DECIDE

A. L. MussoN AND L. B.

Arie hay is usedquantity
of praiby the Animal
CO N SIDE RABLE

Husbandry D epartment in the conduct of its experiments with cattle.
Procurement of necessary hay supplies has been a problem that the
department has solved in one_ of
several ways: ( 1 ) purchase the required quantity on a delivered basis, ( 2 ) rent land and contract for
the h arvesting, or ( 3 ) combine the
first two. The second method has
resulted in rather expensive hay in
years when yield per acre was low.
Several years ago some experiments conducted by the Agronomy
Department using fertilizer treatments on prairie grass plots at the
Central Substation, H i g h m o r e,
showed increases in yield and protein content when prairie grass was
fertilized. The increases were large
enough that we were encouraged to
try a large-scale experiment on the
quarter section of hay land we had
under lease 17 miles south of Highmore.
W e wanted to find out if the increased yield would justify the ex24
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pense of putting on fertilizer. A
comparison of hay yields on fertilized land and land not harvested
the previous year was also made.
Both methods increase the investment per acre of land but the
latter method requires more land,
assuming similar increases in yield
can be obtained by either treatment.
The land used in the experiment
is of rather rolling topography, being composed mostly of ridges and
draws with very little flat surface.
Hay yields in the area range from
about one-fourth to one-half ton
per acre depending primarily upon
available moisture. The major species of grasses in order of importance on the land under study were
western wheatgrass, needle-andthread, green needlegrass, june
grass and threadleaf sedge. Annual
bromegrass and £orbs make up approximately 5 percent of the total
composition.
Since the available moisture will
affect the response to the treatments, the annual precipitation

data taken at the Highmore substation are presented in table 1. These
·data are for an area 17 miles north
of the experimental area and may
not be representative of the precipitation actually received o n t h e
hay land.
The Soils and Fertilizer Research
Branch, TVA, supplied 2 tons of
ammonium nitrate, 33~ percent
nitrogen, for the experiment in 1953
and again in 1954. The fertilizer
was applied early in April each
year at two levels of application.

yield shown is for the calculated
dry matter per acre. Ten of these
samples were harvested for each
major plot in 1955 and handled in
the same manner.
The major plots were also baled
so that the total yield of harvested
hay could be determined. When
two or more plots were treated
alike, they were baled as one plot
Table 1. Precipitation Data for
Highmore 1953-55*
Period

RES UL TS OF THE EXPERIMENT
These results are based on a limited amount of data and similar experiments can be expected to yield
somewhat different results. However, the protein values and yields
reported here are within the ranges
found in more critical experiments.
The quarter section of land was
plotted and treated as shown in
table 2. Yield data were obtained
in two ways. One 34-inch x 20-foot
sample plot for each 2 acres was
clipped with power hand mower in
the 1953 and 1954 trials. These
samples were oven dried and the

1953

January ________________
.46
February. ____________ 1.58
March __________________ 1.25
April ____________________ 3.58
May ______________________ 2.57
June ______________________ 4.58
Tul y ------------------------ 1.69
August __________________ 6.67
September ____________ .09
October ________________
.59
November ____________ .56
December ____________ .43
Total ------------------- 2 4 .05
April .through
July __________________ 12. 42

1954

1955

.05
.20
1.58
.82
.44
5.08
.65
1.31
.69
1.66
.51
.12
13.11

.07
.70
.07
.57
2.78
4.41
3.91
.41
1.25
.23
.28
.71
15.39

6.99

11.67

*Taken from Climatological Report for South
Dakota 1953 , 1954, 1955.

Mature prairie hay land showing effects of nitrogen fertilization-150 pounds
ammonium nitrate per acre to the right of the stake, none to the left. Growth
and color differences were most noticeable for several weeks after fertilizing.
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and the hay yield averaged for the
total number of acres. Yield was ob. tained only from the sample plots
in 1955. A greater yield was obtained from the clipped sample
plots than from the total harvested
hay. Since the amount of hay obtained is the most practical measure of the various treatments, the
increases · in yield shown are based
on total hay yields rather than on
the sample yield.
Harvesting dates of the hay were
later than desirable for greatest
yield and feeding value of the hay.
Needle-and-thread grass was one of
the major species, and harvesting
was delayed until the needles had
fallen. They fell late in 1953.
Fertilizing results. Response to
fertilizer treatments was pronounced in visual observations in both
1953 and 1954. The growth was
greater and the grasses had a darker green color when fertilized. The
effect was more pronounced on the
plots that received the heavier applications of ammonium nitrate.
The differences in growth and color
of the grasses were quite obvious a
few weeks after application of the
fertilizer but became less noticable
as the season advanced. An earlier
harvest probably would have been
more favorable for the nitrogen
applications.
Yield and protein content. The
yield data qnd protein analyses for
the forage are shown in table 2.
There appeared to be no advantage
in applying ammonium nitrate for
only 1 year under these conditions
at a rate of 65 or 75 pounds per acre.
An increase in hay yield of 308 and
526 pounds per acre over land not
fertilized was obtained in 1953 and
26

1954 by applying 150 pounds of
ammonium nitrate per acre. The
earlier harvesting date in 1954
probably was more favorable for
fertilizer treatments.
Effect of harvesting the hay
every other year was also studied in
this experiment. Increases in yield
of 402 and 503 pounds per acre
were obtained in 1954 and 1955
from this treatment. A comparison
of nitrogen application and harvesting only in alternate years is
possible only in 1954. The increase
was greater for 150 pounds of ammonium nitrate per acre in this
year. However, the cost of the fertilizer was also greatly in excess of
usual rental values.
The experiment was not continued long enough to establish trends
for the effect of fertilizer and not
harvesting the previous year on the
protein content of native prairie
hay. The fertilizer had no effect on
the protein content of the hay in
1953. In 1954, hay from land that
received ammonium nitrate, at
either rate, contained about 1 percentage unit more protein.
Hay from land not harvested the
previous year had about the same
protein content as hay from land
not fertilized in 1954. In 1955 the
protein content was about 1 percentage unit less for hay from land
not harvested the previous year.
WINTER FEEDING TRIALS

Feeding trials were conducted
during the winter of 1954-55 at the
Central Substation to compare the
feeding value of hay from land not
fertilized, fertilized with ammonium nitrate, and not harvested the
previous year. All the hay was bar-

Table 2. Effect of Ammonium Nitrate and Frequency of Harvesting
on Yield of Prairie Hay
1
17A.

2
20A.

Plot No. and Acres per Plot
3
4
5
6
7
20A. 17A. 23A. 23A. 20A.

1953 Trial-fertilized April 13; harvested second week in August
Treatment* ____ ____ ____________ 150
65 none none none none not cut
Hay yield per A., lbs.
Sample plotst ______ ___ _____ 1426 876 972
Harvested hayt ____ ________1107 639 799 (Av. for plots 3, 4, 5, 6)
Increase in baled hay
over av. for plots
3, 4, 5, 6, lbs. ______________ 308 -160
Protein content-dry
basis, % __________________________ 7 .07 7.54 7.30
1954 Trial-fertilized April 8; harvested third
Treatment* __________________ ____ none none
75
Hay yield per A., lbs.
Sample plotst __________ __ ____ 908 823 987
Harvested hayt ____________ 728 443 606
Increase in baled hay
over av. for plots
1, 2, 5, lbs. _____________________
57
Protein content-dry
basis, % -----------~-------------- 7.43 7.59 8.41

week in July
150 none not cut none

1474
1075

976
508

526
8.31

1379
951

8
20A.

not cut

none
(Av. 7, 8)
(Av. 7, 8)

402
7.62

7.53

1955 Trial-harvested third week in July
Treatment____________________________
(none for any plots, all plots harvested)
Hay yield per A., lbs.
Sample plotst ________________ 507 440 557
629 600 1085 714
623
Increase over av. for
plots 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
7, 8, lbs._________________________
503
Protein content-dry
basis, % -------------------------- 8.62 8.91 8.35 8.56 8.54 7.49 8.34
8.05
*Pounds per acre of ammonium nitrate, 33 Yz % nitrogen.
t34-inch by 20-foot plots, dry basis.
iTotal hay baled, air-dry basis.

vested during the third week of fed to each lot of calves was the
July and had been stored as baled amount calculated to be necessary
hay i:p uncovered stacks in the open to equalize the rations in protein
for 1 year ( 1954 hay, table 2).
content.
Good quality Angus steer calves
Trial design and results are prewere used. One lot of calves was , sented in table 3. The rate of feedfed each kind of hay and enough ing was expected to produce aversoybean meal pellets to give about age daily gains of 0.75 to 1.0 pound.
10 percent total protein in the Daily gains of this order were ob-ration. The soybean meal pellets tained, w i t h a slight increase
27

Table 3. Results of Winter Feeding Trials with Calves (November 22,
1955, to April 10, 1956-140 days)
150 lbs.
Ammonium
Nitrate per A.

Number of calves per lot ·------------------- ··- 10
Average initial weight, lbs. __________________ 414
Average daily gain, lbs.________________ ________
0.81
Average daily ration, lbs.
11.8
Hay fed ---------------------------------------------Soybean meal pellets -------------------------0.85
Feed per 100 pounds gain, lbs.
Hay fed ---------------------------------------------- 1465
Soybean meal pellets ------------------------ 105.7

following increases in amount of
soybean meal pellets in the ration.
Results indicate that the level of
protein supplementation may not
have been adequate for the hay
from the fertilized land. Effect on
the protein content of the hay by
fertilization and not harvesting
each year was not consistent ( table
2 ). The analysis showed that the
hay from the fertilized land contained approximately 1 percentage
unit more protein during this year
than the other hay. The amount of
protein supplement to feed with
each hay was calculated from these
analyses.
Chemical analyses of hay samples collected during the feeding
trial gave similar protein values for
the three kinds of hay. This would
explain the results of the feeding
trials since each increase in the
amount of soybean meal increased
the protein level of the ration. Additional ·work is needed to more accurately determine the influence of
these treatments on the composition of the hay and its feeding value.
Hay from land not harvested the
previous year was a very satisfac28

Not
Fertilized

Not Fertilized
Not Cut
Previous Year

9
417
0.90

422
0.95

12.1
1.12

12.1
1.21

1347
124.6

9

1271
127.5

tory feed when properly supplemented with protein. This hay was
estimated to contain about 15 percent old hay. Any lowering of the
protein content by the amount of
old hay would decrease its value.
( See S. D. Agr. Exp. Sta. B457,
1956, for effect of protein content
on feeding value of prairie hay.)
APPLICATION OF RESULTS

Results of the fertilizer trials and
of harvesting in alternate years
showed that hay yields were increased by either method. However, the important question is
"Does it pay?"
There are certain costs in the
production of hay that are generally figured on a per acre basis.
These will vary with the yield of
hay. The expense of mowing, raking, and fertilizer or other land
treatments and the annual rental 1
for the land would be in this category. Baling or stacking and hauling costs are usually figured on a
per ton basis and thus will not fluctuate with yield per acre.
1

Land rental refers to actual cash rent,
or with owned land, an appropriate interest return on investment plus taxes.

The cost of producing a ton of
hay can be determined by applying
the total charges or investment per
acre to land with various hay
yields. Table 4 has been constructed to show these costs. This table
shows how the cost per ton of hay
harvested varies with yield per acre
and the amount per acre invested in
the land, mowing, raking, and fertilizer. The expenses of baling or
stacking and hauling are not included. However, they should be added
to the values shown in the table in

arriving at the total cost per ton of
hay.
Using table 4. The left hand column of table 4 gives various investments excluding those based on
each ton of hay. Example: Assume
land that would yield only onefourth ton per acre was rented for
75 cents per acre, and that it would
cost $1.25 per acre for mowing and
raking. The investment would be $2
per acre. Opposite the $2 per acre
investment in the column for onefourth ton per acre hay yield is the

Table 4. Effect of Yield and Investment per Acre on the Cost per
T on of H ay in the Windrow
Cost per ton of hay (excluding baling or stacking and hauling)
when yield per acre is:
1 ton
%ton
1 1/ 4 tons 1 Y2 tons 2 tons
1/4 ton
Vi ton

$40.00 $30.00 $24.00 $20.00 $1 5.00

$30.00 ----- -------------25.00 -··-- --------- ----

33.33

25.00

20.00

16.67

12.50

20.00 --------------- ----

$40.00

26.66

20.00

16.00

13.33

10.00

15.00 ---- -- - --------

30.00

20.00

15.00

12.00

10.00

7.50

=

14.00 ----- ---- ----

28.00

18.66

14.00

11.20

9.33

7.00

.s

13.00 ----- -- _ ----

26.00

17.33

13.00

10.40

8.67

6.50

12 .00 ---- -·· -- ---- .

24.00

16.00

12.00

9.60

8.00

6.00

11.00 ---- ---------- _

22 .00

14.67

11.00

8.80

7.33

5.50

10.00 ---- -------------- $40.00

20.00

13.33

10.00

8.00

6.67

5.00

9.00 ----------- ----- -- 36.00

18.00

12.00

9.00

7.20

6.00

4.50

8.00 ---------- ---- -- . 32.00

16.00

10.66

8.00

6.40

5.33

4.00
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value of $8. This means that this
hay would cost $8 per ton in the
windrow. If the yield would go onehalf ton per acre, the cost of the hay
would be only $4 per ton. The table
may be used in the same manner
for other investments per acre of
land and hay yields.
Whether or not the application of
fertilizer is likely to be economical
may also be estimated from table 4.
Example: Assume the investment
in the land, mowing, and raking is
$3 per acre. With a yield of only
one-fourth ton per acre the cost per
ton of hay is $12. Ammonium nitrate costs about $4.50 per 100
pounds at present. With quantity
discounts, 150 pounds per acre
could be applied for about $7 including expense of application.
This would be added to the above
cost giving a total of $10 per acre.
To still produce hay at $12 per ton,
the yield would then have to be in
excess of three-fourths ton per acre.
With a hay yield before fertilizing of one-half ton per, acre in the
above example, the cost per ton of
hay would have been $6. A yield in
excess of 2 tons per acre would be
needed to produce hay at $6 per ton
when investing an additional $7 per
acre for fertilizer.
Increases in yield obtained in our
experiment ( table 2) would not be
sufficient to pay for the cost of the
fertilizer. We had an investment
slightly in excess of $3 per acre in
the land before fertilizing. The
yield of hay averaged about 600
pounds per acre without fertilizer
and the cost of the hay was about
$12 per ton. Yield of hay with 150
pounds of ammonium nitrate per
acre was approximately 1,100
30

pounds. This means that we could
have invested slightly over $6 per
acre ( $3 for fertilizer) and had hay
at the same cost per ton. This additional cost for fertilizer would just
about pay for the lower rate of ammonium nitrate application, which
did not give any increase in yield.
Whether the response to the
higher level of nitrogen application
could have been retained with subsequent annual lower rates of nitrogen application was not tested in
this experiment. The annual variation in y.' eld was too great to measure any residual effects of the treatments in the short experiment.
More work would be desirable.
The economy of harvesting each
year against harvesting every other
year may also be estimated from
table 4. Example: Assume that rent
on the land was $1 per acre and
mowing and raking was $1 per acre.
A yield of one-fourth ton per acre
would cost $8 per ton of hay in the
windrow. Harvesting the hay every
other year would double the rental
value or give a total cost per acre of
$3. If the resulting yield was onehalf ton, the hay would cost $6 per
ton or a savings of $2 per ton.
On a per acre cost of $2 and a
yield of one-half ton per acre cut
every year, the cost of each ton of
hay would be $4. A yield of threefourths ton per acre resulting from
cutting only in alternate years
would also cost $4 per ton.
It is apparent from table 4 that
hay yields of about one-half ton per
acre or better are needed to avoid
rather expensive harvesting costs.
When annual yields are low and
when land is plentiful, hay probably can be obtained most economic-

Table 5. Effect of Yield and Value of Hay per T on on the
Return per Acre of Land
J/4 ton

Yi

Value of hay per acre when yield per acre is:
%ton
1 ton
1 1/ 4 tons 1 Y2 tons
ton

2 tons

$30.00 ---------- ---- $7.50 $15.00 $22.50 $30.00 $37.50 $45.00 $60.00
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ally by harvesting only every other
year.
Using table 5. The effect of yield
and value per ton of hay on the return per acre of land is shown in
table 5. Table 5 is useful in this
way. Example: Assume hay is
worth $7 .50 per ton in the windrow.
( Baling and hauling would have to
be added to arrive at the total value
of the hay.) The value of the hay
per acre of land would be $1.88 at
one-fourth ton, $3.75 at one-half
ton, $5.62 at three-fourths ton, and

$7.50 for 1 ton per acre yields.
These are the maximum values that
should be invested per acre for land
rental, mowing, raking, and fertilizer or other treatments. This table
may be used in the same manner for
other values of hay.
Tables 4 and 5 apply to yields of
all kinds of hay. The tables have
been extended to higher levels of
investment and higher yields per
acre to be useful to farmers in the
more productive areas of the state.
( Animal Husbandry project.)

NEW PUBLICATIONS

Cl35 Agricultural Research at the Reed Ranch Substation
Most of the research at Reed Ranch concerns selenium poisoning. As a
result, this publication is devoted almost entirely to this topic.

C 136 Research in Crops and Soils
Presents yields of varieties of the various crops. Also compares yields
from different management practices.

Home Economics and Agricultural Publications Available
A selected list of Experiment Station and Extension Service publications that are available at the bulletin rooms or county agent offices.
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The 5,600-pound lead container being lifted
by the crane contains less than an ounce of
radioactive cobalt 60. Shipped by the
Atomic Energy Commission, the cobalt will
be used by the Experiment Station in plant
breeding and other experimental work.
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